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Abstract— 
Today cryptocurrency, like Bitcoin, is gaining popularity in the middle people and we cannot 

deny its role in the global economy. Although cryptocurrency does not instead of fiat money 

in the near future, it will take a significant part of the market. Despite the fact that it has no 

special laws in many countries yet, there are already ways people can use cryptocurrency. 

While the crypto markets have been banned in China, Japan, on the contrary, officially allows 

people to pay differently services or goods via Bitcoin. Currently, there are a large number of 

different cryptocurrencies but this thesis describes a service that works with Ether (Eth) in its 

blockchain - Ethereum. In contrast Bitcoin, the Ethereum blockchain is not just a 

cryptocurrency support tool for it, it is a a powerful platform dedicated to a country that brings 

several development opportunities: new markets, loans, registrations and other resources. This 

makes Ethereum a good replacement by known payment methods. However, the current 

method of transmitting eth is still difficult for ordinary people and requires a certain technical 

background. This is one of the current issues for Ethereum platform. The process of creative 

creation is very complex moment; therefore, most people do not understand or are afraid to use 

it. That is slow reduces the process of eth integration in society and makes it less enjoyable to 

compare in standard payment systems. In addition, there is another important factor to consider 

- risk of loss of property. In order to create a job, the sender must know public address, 42-

character long hexadecimal character unit, recipient. If any a error in any characters, money 

will be sent to the wrong address and can not to be downloaded. As the blockchain network 

has no centralized management in the system, there are no conditions that can help recover the 

lost money. The platform on which the service operates is called Ethereum. It can be defined 

as a a world-class powerful machine that uses different systems - smart contracts - using a 

custom blockchain. These applications work as planned and cannot checked, closed, rigged or 

interrupted. Created by Vitalik Buterin in 2015 an open source forum helps to streamline 

Blockchain (BC) technology process. integration. Therefore, it attracts interests from a variety 

of sources and major one’s companies such as Microsoft and IBM. The Ethereum platform can 
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be used in a variety of business or financial sectors. It ensures security and prevents any 

intrusion into the system. Companies and services based on Ethereum they can do business 

with other companies and services that they do not knowing without the risk of fraud. Ethereum 

allows you to register any type of trade for any asset without the need to use trial. This makes 

it easier compared to current methods of trade registration. 

 

Keywords: Ethereum, Solidity, Smart-contracts, Blockchain, Ethers, State Transition System, 

Merkle Trees. 

 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS: BC: Blockchain, Ether, EVM: Ethereum Virtual Machine 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of digital currency shared with the country, as well as other applications such 

as real estate registrations, it has been in existence for decades. Anonymous e-cash agreements 

of the 1980s and 1990s, in particular reliance on cryptographic primitive known as Charmian 

blinding, provided high quality privacy, but protocols have largely failed to find trends due to 

their reliance on one site mediator. In 1998, Wei Dai's b-money became the first proposal to 

introduce a creative idea. money by solving computer puzzles and contextual compromises, 

but a suggestion there was little detail on how to make a national agreement. In 2005, Hal 

Finney introduced the concept of "practical proof of work", a program that uses ideas from b-

money and Adam Back's difficult Hash cash puzzles to form the concept of a cryptocurrency, 

but he also failed miserably by relying on a reliable computer as a backend. Because the 

currency is the first application to the file, where the order of operations is often critical 

Importantly, allocated funds need a solution to agree on spatial distribution. Large roadblock 

that all pre-Bitcoin currency deals are subject to the fact that, although there has been a lot of 

research to create secure Byzantine consensus-tolerance systems for many years, everything 

The guidelines outlined were only part of the solution. Protocols assume that all participants in 

the system was known, and produced security genes in the form of "if N's participated, then i 

the system can tolerate cruel players who reach N / 4 ". However, the problem is that in an 

unknown area such safety genes are at risk of sybil attacks, when a single attacker creates 

thousands the nodes do not mimic a server or botnet and use these nodes to jointly protect a 

large part. The innovation offered by Satoshi is the idea of combining a very simple distribution 

consensus A protocol, based on nodes that combine transactions into a "block" every ten 

minutes creates an an ever-growing blockchain, with proof of function as a means by which 

nodes acquire rights participate in the program. While nodes have a large amount of integration 

power they have an equally powerful influence, which comes from the most powerful computer 

power in the entire network combined is much harder than copying a million nodes. Except for 

the Bitcoin blockchain model green and simple, has proven to be good enough, and will be so 

for the next five years the origin of more than two hundred currencies and protocols around the 

world. 

Blockchain (BC), first created as a tool to support Bitcoin, has become independent 

technology used not only in the field of cryptocurrency. The process in the background BC is 

similar to peer-to-peer networks. BC stands for distributed book contains” account balances, 
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reputation, trust plans, related data global knowledge; in short, anything that is currently 

represented by it computer is acceptable”- as stated in“Ethereum Yellow Paper ”. The ledger 

contains of blocks contains a copy of information about transactions or contracts, and so on it 

is constantly updated. Each block contains a cryptographic hash linked to the previous one 

block to build a series of blocks - Blockchain. Data held on Blockchain can be presented as a 

shared repository not only in one location, but in millions of computers at the same time. There 

is no single institution that makes it almost impossible relaxing information stored in BC. There 

are basically two main types of BC: public and private. Their main ideas are the same but the 

big difference is that the public BCs are completely open, while in order to to participate in 

private BC, the user needs to have permission from the creator or certification by a set of special 

rules. Both have advantages too inconsistencies and different areas to be used. For example, 

public BCs are numerous it is safe but requires a lot of integration power to maintain it to a 

large extent. BCs are secret they are usually business-oriented and do not provide access to 

information for non-consumers network participants. At the same time, the small size of such 

networks does are at high risk of hacker attacks. The next section examines BC again security. 

 

 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

This clause describes the key concepts that lie behind the security of BC. There are two in 

them: secret fingerprints for each block and” agreement protocol ". Each block is signed with 

a unique cryptographic hash. To produce that hash computer power and miner time (miner is a 

special node of the BC network which enables network integration) a device is used. The miner 

secretly writes a block with a generated hash and adds it to the network. This hash stands for a 

confirmation that the block is valid. Hash generation requires a large amount of integration to 

solve a mathematical problem. Anyone can try to produce hash, but only the fastest miner wins 

the race. After that, the nodes are verified hash produced a new block, and this block has been 

added to the network. Verification the process, on the contrary, is easily compared to the hash 

generation, and does not take much energy and time. As soon as a new block was added, "as 

proof of work", the miner did produced the hash of this block is provided with a specially used 

digital token network (Bitcoin, Ether, etc.). The process listed above is called compliance 

Protocol. When a miner secretly writes a block with a hash, this hash closes the block. To break 

the mark, it is necessary to produce a new hash. Therefore, to change one record it is necessary 
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to change the hash of the whole block. However, the hash also contains links to neighboring 

blocks. This means that to change the hash of a block, it is necessary to change the hashes of 

the following blocks again. In addition, each record within the block is protected by 

cryptography. Every participant of the network has a secret key, which is used to sign the 

transaction. In the event of a record changed, the signature becomes invalid. When this 

happens, the peer network is notified that something unusual happened. This allows for early 

entry on stage and prevent further damage. As BC is fragmented and distributed across the 

network to permanent peers updated, BC does not have a single point of failure. In other words, 

there is no central BC location, therefore, hacking such a network is necessary to gain access 

to everything for example, or at least 51 percent of the majority of the network. This means 

that large network, where at low risk. This is why private BCs are so vulnerable compared to 

social. 

 

Ethereum BC can be described as a state-based marketing machine. Everything it begins with 

"genesis" - blank - state, empty and empty transactions in it. Whenever the action is added to 

the government, a new switch status occurs: 

 new status = old status + new transaction  

 

 
As mentioned earlier, new transactions can be added to the government only if they occur they 

are allowed. The verification process (mines) is performed by a group of existing nodes using 

their computer resources to verify mathematical transactions and perform a a new chain block. 

A valid block can be created by any miner and created instantly block added to chain. In a 

block post, the miner introduces i "statistical" proof that the block is valid. This raises the 

question: How do miners stick to the same series of blocks?  

Since there is only one form of truth that everyone can accept, there will not be many chains. 

Otherwise, different chains may have different regions, and that leads to chaos. However, 

sometimes many regions are produced and are called “forks”. 
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In the event of a fork, the network nodes must determine which method is allowed. The decision 

was made using the “GHOST protocol”: The word "GHOST" stands for "heavily considered 

under a tree". 

 

Ether is a cryptocurrency used by the Ethereum platform to pay for gas. Ether is produced 

whenever a valid new block is added to the network and delivered the node that created this 

block. Gas is a computational unit used throughout Ethereum regional change such as 

transactions and accounting services.The smart Ethereum contract also has an ether account, 

but it also has a code the part performed by EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) under certain 

circumstances. This part of the code can be defined as an editing class that contains various 

functions. If the tokens are transferred to a smart contract, it can automatically select the action 

to execute: to transfer money to one person or another, to make a return or to do something 

other. Wise contracts are written using different programming languages such as Solidity, 

Snake, LLL, etc. Smart contracts are created by planners and implemented Ethereum BC.EVM 

is a working time platform used by Ethereum blockchain for smart contract execution. It is 

separated from the main blockchain and, therefore, has no access to it network, accounts or 

processes, and has limited access to smart contracts. Whenever a code or function is generated 

by EVM, a certain amount gas is used. Gas price and gas price define a function creation is 

required to limit the amount of computer power EVM has to use in sequence to process this 

process. Therefore, the more consumers of gas use, the faster it is created work done. 

 

 
 

The world of Global Ethereum represents the mapping of the regions of the accounts and their 

locations, addresses. The map contains the structure of the Merkle Patricia tree. The root of the 

tree horse consists of three elements: the root, the root horse and The "branch" of the tree. The 

branch contains all the hashes and creates a path from the chunk to the root. Every value stored 

in a tree is required to have a unique key that contains a link in neighboring blocks. When it is 

necessary to check information about a certain amount, this key tells you which path to follow 

to get the right block. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

After analyzing the current Ethereum transaction issues my team created i the idea of   creating 

a tool that can simplify the work process for new users. At the same time making transactions 

secure. It was decided to build a web application with the potential to send ether directly to a 

the recipient's phone number required for public use fund address. In addition, the user gets the 

opportunity to cancel a job post using this web site application before tokens are accepted. The 

whole process must be protected therefore, in the event of a burglary, the stolen information 

cannot be used to accept the transfer tokens. To start the project three things have been 

developed: the web system, server and smart contract. The web application written in React, 

the JavaScript framework, provides its conclusion user. Controls all user input, generates 

recipient code as well transfers information to server. The Node JS server is used for SMS user 

verification. It also communicates with the wise agreement to withdraw tokens from the 

recipient's address. Smart Contract is written in the language of Solidity. This language is used 

for creative writing Ethereum network contract. The solution can be called a certified 

representative. The agent here means a smart contract used as a middle ground during work. 

Recipient confirmation by hosted server which is also used as the last data transfer point for 

the keystore. 

 

A. Back-end work flow 

The back-end work flow can be divided into two parts: sending and receiving. 

 

→ Sending: 

First of all, private-public key pairs are generated on the sender device. Required signing job 

to get tokens. After that, ether is added to a smart contract, and the public key of the produced 

pair is given a deposit. Then a paired private key is used to create a randomly created keystore 

secret code. The secret code is transmitted by the sender to the recipient, the keystore - to 

server.  

 

1. The sender produces a pair of private-public transport keys.  

2. The sender enters the ether into a smart escrow contract and assigns transportation public 

deposit key. With the withdrawal of the escrow smart-contract confirms that the recipient's 

address is signed with the transit private key.  

3. The sender encrypts the shipping secret key with a random and secret code sends a private 

transit key to the verification server.  

4. The sender transmits the secret code to the recipient in the manner he or she chooses (voice, 

SMS, email, etc.)  
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→Receiving: 

To get tokens the recipient needs to unlock the transit key pair. User gets keystore - secret pear-

locked key originally created - from the server after being verified via SMS. Secret unlock code 

The keystore is passed on to the recipient by the sender. After unlocking the secret key, i The 

recipient's wallet address is signed by that secret key and returned to the server. The server then 

sends the request to a smart ether extraction contract. If all is well OK, ether is transmitted to 

the recipient's address.  

 

 
1. The recipient types his or her phone number and secret code. Hash a phone verification 

request is sent to the server. (So not at any time in time the verification server has access to the 

verification private key.)  

2. The server sends the verification code via SMS to the installed phone.  

3. Recipient receives the code via SMS and type it. If the code is correct, the server returns the 

encrypted key store data to the recipient.  

4. Recipient removes encryption keystore data with secret code provided by sender also 

receives a secret verification key. The recipient signs his or her address or his choice with a 

secret verification key. The recipient sends the signature address on the verification server.  

5.Verification server attempts to withdraw ether via smart-contract to signed address. If the 

signature is correct, the transaction is repeated the receiver receives ether. 
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B. Security 

The smart escrow contract installed on the Ethereum network cannot be hijacked due to high 

level of blockchain security (listed in Blockchain Security chapter). Therefore, it is a safe place 

to store tokens during the transfer. As all Ether transmissions made in BC, they are also 

unreliable. Despite the central server being used for phone verification and keystore transfer, 

at any point of the transfer process Verification server has no ether control locked in escrow 

smart Contract. Even if the verification server is in danger, in in the worst case, the recipient 

will not be able to receive the transfer. At the same time time, the sender can cancel the transfer 

by telephone to issue a smart contract and receive ether back.  

In the event of a shared link being stolen, the ether cannot be retrieved without a phone 

verification: the the attacker must find a traffic keystore from the verification server in order to 

withdraw ether. In addition, the verification server does not store unripe phone numbers - 

instead to use a hash form produced by telephone number and salt: 

phoneHash = hash(phone, salt) 

Salt is generated on the sender device: 

salt = hash(transferId, code) 

transferId = hash(phone, secret code) 

 

C. Send transfer function code 

The following code is used for sending transactions: 
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D. Front-end workflow: 

The front-end workflow is also divided into two parts. 

→ Sending 

In order to use the web application the user needs a web3 wallet to be included: this could be 

a Metamask browser extension with any Ethereum wallet with a built-in web browser. From a 

user's point of view, the sending and receiving process is simple and straightforward. The first 

screen of the app has input fields for this unique wallet address the recipient and the amount of 

ether to be sent . 

 
 

After clicking the "Submit" button the user needs to confirm the generated work wallet or 

Metamask browser extension. While the transaction is being sent to block for verification, the 

transaction bar screen screen shows the steps for this process.  

The user can also check the performance process on the ethers can. When the action is 

confirmed the accept link is generated and displayed on screen. The user needs to send this link 

to the person who wants to receive the tokens. After clicking on that link, the recipient is 

redirected to the receiving screen. 

The process can be re-evaluated on etherscan. The activity history screen contains a list of 

submitted and received tasks. Unrecognized activity can be canceled on this screen. 
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IV. Testing: 

The testing phase was performed on the Ropsten testing network. It plays a key role Ethereum 

network but no need to pay for gas. This allows developers testing their smart contracts and 

creating free transactions. In addition, test cases were written to test coding.  

 

V. CURRENT PROGRESS AND PLANS: 

The first goal of the thesis was to create an application that was intended to simplify the process 

of ether transmission to the general public, thereby increasing the popularity of BC technology 

as well Ethereum platform.  

After that, the development process had to be documented and provide information about the 

technology used in the project. Currently the active part of the project can be considered a 

success done. Already received constructive feedback and development ideas from Ethereum 

Community. The written text contains all the necessary information: detailed theater 

background and wrote the launch phase. 

 

5.1.Current state of project: 

Currently (May 2022) the web application is fully functional and accessible using the address 

WebApp Recent redesign has been successfully implemented. The service operates in two 

ways: main (main Ethereum network) and test (Ropsten network). To use the service, the user 

must have a web3 wallet (list of supported wallets can be found on the website). A trust fund 
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is recommended: this wallet partnered with eth2phone service to perform the token process 

easy access to new users. 

 

5.2.Future plans 

The next step for the project is to create different service options that will allow sending eth 

via email address, twitter and other social media accounts. More than ether, the next version of 

the app will incorporate ERC20 tokens transmitted over the phone and other alternatives. Plans 

are also being made to build an independent mobile service application. Steps forward this 

direction has already been made: another team project is to make a transaction system for all 

cryptocurrencies.  
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